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	Eskimo Architecture: Dwelling and Structure in the Early Historic Period, 9781889963228 (1889963224), University of Alaska Press, 2003

	The architecture of Eskimo peoples represents a diversified and successful means of coping with one of the most severe climates humankind can inhabit. The popular image of the igloo is but one of the many structures examined by experts Lee and Reinhardt in the first book-length and arctic-wide study of this remarkable subject.

	Lavishly illustrated with historic and contemporary photographs, drawings, and maps, this volume includes a comprehensive survey of the historical literature on Eskimo architecture around the circumpolar north. Lee and Reinhardt also draw on their own extensive fieldwork to present an extended comparative analysis of the geographic, climatic, and ethnographic aspects of material from four Arctic subregions: Greenland; the Central Arctic; the Northwest Arctic and Bering Strait; and Southwest Alaska, the Bering Sea, Siberia, and the Gulf of Alaska. In an innovative consideration of both material and cultural aspects of dwelling, they and the peoples they describe redefine the very meaning of "architecture."

	

	While scholars of the circumpolar north will welcome the meticulous research of this benchmark study, its clear and fluent prose and abundant illustrations make an engrossing read for specialists and nonspecialists alike.
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Molecular Biology of Drug AddictionHumana Press, 2002

	A comprehensive multidisciplinary review of the most relevant molecular, genetic, and behavioral approaches used to investigate the neurobiological basis of drug addiction. The authors explore the latest findings on opioid, psychostimulant, cannabinoid, alcohol, and nicotine addiction, provide fresh insights into the genetic basis of drug...


		

Guide to Neural Computing Applications (Hodder Arnold Publication)Butterworth-Heinemann, 1998
An excellent tutorial and practical users guide - far more accessible than the competition.,Professor Alan F. Murray, University of Edinburgh, UK. ... deserves a place on the neural network practitioners bookshelf ...,Proceedings of the Institution of Electrical Engineers,     

       Neural networks have shown enormous potential for...

		

The Cichlids Yearbook Volume 2Cichlid Press, 1992

	No less than eighteen authors have put together the second volume of the cichlids yearbook. It was pleasing that almost all contributors to the first volume were able to write down another piece of their knowledge and experience in this one. In addition eight new authors have written for this volume. Another pleasing fact is that Horst Walter...





	

Bash Cookbook: Leverage Bash scripting to automate daily tasks and improve productivityPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create simple to advanced shell scripts and enhance your system functionality with effective recipes

	
		Key Features

		
			Automate tedious and repetitive tasks
	
			Create several novel applications ranging from a simple IRC logger to a Web Scraper
	
			Manage your system...




		

Oracle Application Server 10g: J2EE Deployment and AdministrationApress, 2004
Ideal for anyone wanting to stay ahead in the world of Oracle’s application servers, this focused, no-frills guide will help you get J2EE applications up and running on 10g.




Oracle Application Server 10g: J2EE Deployment and Administration focuses on the latest version of Oracle's fully J2EE-certified...


		

The Art of Woo: Using Strategic Persuasion to Sell Your IdeasPenguin Press, 2008

	You may need The Art of War to defeat your enemies, but if you prefer to win them over, read The Art of Woo

	

	G. Richard Shell and Mario Moussa know what it takes to drive new ideas through complex organizations. They have advised thousands of executives from companies such as Google, Microsoft, and General...
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